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1. Harnessing ‘creativity and innovation’: why the interest?

The premise heard repeatedly through CEO rhetoric is

that creativity and innovation are critical for an

organisation’s success in maintaining its competitive

advantage and in surviving. In a recent Bain & Co survey,

four in five senior executives have identified creativity and

innovation as a ‘top three’ priority for business strategy.1

And this view of creativity is supported by a wealth of

research narrative and a huge market supply of creativity

consultants, gurus and advisors. But, do all organisations

actually need to be creative and does innovation always

deliver benefits to the organisation? If you feel that your

organisation lacks creativity in its approach, how do you

know whether this is because your staff are simply not

inventive, or whether it is because there are obstructions

in your organisation that block their ideas from being

expressed? The real challenge for your organisation may

not be finding a way of getting people to come up with

ideas, but finding the best, most practical ways of

implementing those ideas. This report will explore how

organisations can address these questions in order to

harness, and benefit from, their creativity and innovation.

Firstly though, it should be noted that although the

collective term ‘creativity and innovation’ is routinely used,

and the individual words ‘creativity’ and ‘innovation’ are

often used synonymously, the two words actually refer to

two distinct activities in the organisation. ‘Creativity’ is

about the generation and sharing of ideas, and

‘innovation’ is the process whereby creative ideas are

implemented. People who are creative and people who

are innovative may have very different perspectives. For

example, it may be that an innovative person does not

have the good ‘customer intelligence’ to identify a new

market potential, but does have sound, pragmatic

expertise in relevant applications that could be exploited

to introduce incremental improvements to

products/services or to turn an idea into a new

product/service. There are a great many opportunities for

organisations to find innovative solutions to their ideas,

such as joint working with other organisations that have

appropriate technology and capability.

The early part of this report will focus on what features

characterise an environment conducive to creativity, whilst

the different strategies that can be pursued to support

innovation will be explored in the later part of the report.

Why this report?
With stakeholder expectations and environmental factors

changing fast, ideas for adaptation and advantage are

invaluable to organisations. Stakeholders are now

multiplying in number, and the demands that they place

on an organisation may range from keeping up with the

needs of talented staff, and offering customers more

choice and better service, to boosting the bottom line for

shareholders. At the same time, companies are also being

placed under greater pressure by numerous external

changes in an increasingly competitive marketplace, as is

very well reported in business management discourse.

Data collated in The Work Foundation’s recent ‘Workplace

Trends’ survey, indicates that respondents see innovation as

increasingly important to the future of their companies,

and that a growing number of organisations identify it as

their most dominant business strategy.

1 Rigby, D. & Zook, C. (2002), ‘Open Market Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Oct 2002
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2. Harnessing creativity: sharing and generating ideas

Initially this chapter will consider the opportunities an

organisation has for gaining ideas, including staff,

customers and other organisations. And then the ways in

which features of the organisational environment can

support, or obstruct, creativity will be explored. The choice

of these features is based on a thorough review of

selected investigative research. From these we have then

developed a selection of tools that can be used,

individually or combined, to perform an organisational

diagnostic, and an evaluation of initiatives which may help

determine return on investment. These will be described

later in this chapter.

2.1 Creativity in the organisation
So, do all organisations need to be creative?  Numerous

commentators have argued that enhancing the creative

performance of an organisation’s employees is essential to

it achieving competitive advantage.2 When employees

perform creatively they suggest novel and useful

products, ideas or procedures that provide an

organisation with important material for subsequent

development and possible implementation.3 The Work

Foundation sees significant benefits to be gained, both

directly and indirectly, by encouraging creativity in any

organisation. New ideas, for example, can benefit the

organisation directly by leading to process improvements

or into business areas that are more profitable or cost-

effective. An organisation may benefit indirectly from

viewing feedback from the frontline as a valuable source

of ideas about what is happening, and what may be

changing, in the marketplace. What is important for

organisations to consider is the form of creativity that

needs to be encouraged, as this will depend on their

business strategy. If you are pursuing a ‘market leader

strategy’, then encouraging people to identify new niches

in the market, and to design products to meet the need,

will be key. If, however, your organisation is currently

pursuing a ‘cost reduction strategy’ and cutting back to its

core activities, you will want creative input from staff to

focus on efficiency and cost-effective improvements. This

may sound pretty obvious, but it is clear that, even with

wide support from consultants and advisors, organisations

continue to find the successful alignment of creativity

initiatives with business strategy difficult.

We propose that whilst much of the huge wealth of

discourse in business and management literature focuses

on particular initiatives that have successfully built a

sample of organisations into ‘ideas-rich’ companies, there

is little consideration of the various unknown contextual

factors supporting the initiatives. Specific success

indicators of initiatives, such as the number of staff

suggestions that have been put forward and

implemented, may be used to evaluate that particular

scheme in the organisation. However, a lack of

suggestions could actually be linked to many factors, such

as the company’s history of consultation, its acceptance of

upward feedback or the level of trust amongst staff. Some

other organisations, enthusiastically attempting to adopt

the same strategy and initiatives, have, therefore, failed to

find a similar level of success as their environmental

contexts are different and, as a result, disappointing

returns on investment have baffled organisers. Wider

indicators, such as employee perceptions of

communication and culture, are, therefore, important in

any assessment of whether initiatives may succeed or fail.

Some of the environmental features of organisations that

support or obstruct creativity in the organisation will be

explored further in section 2.3.

6

2 For example: Amabile (1998); Devanna & Tichy (1990); Kanter (1983); Shalley (1995); cited in Oldham, G.R. & Cummings, A. (1996), ‘Employee creativity:
Personal and contextual factors’, Academy of Management Journal, 39(3), pp 607–634.

3 For example: Amabile (1998); Staw (1990); Woodman, Sawyer & Griffin (1993) cited in Oldham, G.R. & Cummings, A. (1996), ‘Employee creativity:
Personal and contextual factors’, Academy of Management Journal, 39(3), pp 607–634.
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2.2 Looking outside the organisation for
creative ideas
Looking beyond staff to outside the organisation,

customers, suppliers or other organisations can be good

alternative sources of ideas. This is especially so if an

organisation finds that they are faced with a dilemma as to

whether they can afford to invest in making necessary

changes – to internal communications systems, reward

packages and the like – to encourage a level of creativity

in the organisation, particularly if there is a risk that

medium-term returns on investment will be low.

2.2.1 Utilising customer-led creativity

One approach is to listen carefully to customers’ ideas and

for front line staff to observe their behaviour and to use

these as a basis for development or improvement, rather

than just seeking to harness internal creativity. According

to Hariett Hunter, of IDEO,‘We get out of the office into our

clients’ customers’ world – it’s different’. The rationale here is

that ideas based on customer feedback (or behaviour)

have the potential to be relevant to the marketplace at

large. An example of a company that has tried this is

Dolland & Aitchison (D&A).4 A store manager who had

noticed customers bringing in image consultants to help

them select their glasses brought an image consultant into

the store – as a local initiative. The potential of the initiative

was ignored for a while until the Chief Executive heard

about it and asked the store manager to be part of a team

to develop the idea.

Energy and oil extraction company Norsk Hydro

developed a simulator for marine operations to provide

valuable PC-based training opportunities for operations

staff before they go off to work on the oil platform as a

result of feedback from an internal customer. BT’s research

& development centre provides a venue for customer-led

creativity. Two to three customers are brought by account

teams to visit Ad Astral Park every day. Customers are

invited to discuss the challenges that they face, see

demonstrations and prototypes and work with research

and development people to implement ideas within the

customer’s business. Having a customer strategy, which

focuses on maintaining in-depth customer-knowledge, can

therefore offer a significant alternative creative of ideas for

organisations. However ideas are more likely to result in

incremental improvements than radical change.

Yet an organisation must be open to gathering and

responding to these ideas. There are several factors that

should be considered by organisations. As with in-house

creativity, organisations need the appropriate processes for

feedback, demonstration to front line staff that ideas and

feedback will be taken seriously. And each of these, as

explained in section 2.3, needs to be thought through and

established in such a way as to give maximum support to

the scheme.

2.2.2 Open market purchase of creativity

As an alternative to using customer feedback or

developing creative solutions in-house, organisations may

decide to ‘buy in’ creative solutions from other

organisations. One of the main advantages of this strategy

is that radical or step changes are more likely to be

achieved using this strategy than relying on staff or

customer feedback which is more likely to focus on

process improvements.5 Another key advantage is speed:

the literature suggests that it is most likely to be adopted

where there is a strong need to find a very quick solution.

There is some evidence to suggest that companies that

collaborate with outsiders in their research and

development reap a high percentage of their total sales

from new products. An organisation that has used this

4 Jolly, A. (2000), ‘What’s the big idea?’ Director, August 2000.
5 The Innovative Enterprise (2002), Inspiring Innovation, Harvard Business Review, Aug 2002.
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type of strategy is Tetrapak, which was looking for new

food packaging that would make it possible for packages

to be formed from sterilised packaging material and filled

under sterile conditions. As a result, it partnered with paper

and polymers companies, together with makers of hospital

sterilising equipment in order to develop the needed

packaging designs.6 Companies can buy in ideas that are

based on areas of expertise outside their own. When, for

example, Pitney Bowes, the world’s largest provider of

mailing systems, was faced with a biological threat to mail

services a couple of years ago, it recognised that the issue

was outside its area of expertise, and turned to the market

for ideas. The company looked to experts in wide range of

fields and industries for potential ideas and technologies.

David Brown, of BT’s Exact team, noted that many

ideas that his company uses come from interacting with

external bodies where networking (with other teams

within the business, suppliers, academics and others) is

seen to be vital. An example of the work that takes place

here is supply chain management, where a world-leading

researcher from MIT has worked with BT Exact and other

companies in a collaborative manner for the past year.

Collaborative working is embedded into the culture.

To benefit from this type ideas-sourcing, businesses

must be appropriately organised to maximise potential

with partnering organisations and have good relationships

outside the company to build these opportunities.

2.3 Supportive and obstructive features for
harnessing creativity
So, how do you identify environmental factors preventing

staff from sharing ideas and distinguish these from low

creative capability? What will boost creativity in your

organisation most effectively: investment in creative skills

programmes or a redesign of the internal communication

strategy?  Creativity literature has revealed that there are

several key indicators that can be audited to establish how

an organisation can improve its potential both for creative

activity and for the sharing of ideas. These are explored, in

brief, in this section, and include:

� leadership and strategic fit

� motivation and reward

� organisational design

� knowledge and information management 

� capability

� culture

� relationships and social networks

2.3.1 Leadership and strategic fit

One of the key features of an organisation successfully

harnessing creativity is a clear leadership strategy. Clear

communication of the organisation’s mission and business

goals is essential if employees are to have an

understanding of their role and engender ideas that ‘fit’ or

to explore customer generated ideas further with them.

Where the direction is not clear, organisations may receive

a high proportion of inappropriate ideas. An effective

communication strategy here involves ensuring

understanding of organisational goals, building general

business knowledge, celebrating creativity and

recognising successes. Supportive leadership behaviour

involves senior managers showing demonstrable

commitment to ideas, while supportive managers

promote and reward innovation, and empower

their teams.

Where an organisation is pursuing a joint venture,

strategic alliance or partnership arrangement, evidence

suggests that the initiative will only work if it fits with the

strategic objectives of both organisations. The legal and

financial frameworks of such arrangements are also vital,

requiring expertise in law, licensing and patents, venture

capital, and research agreements.

8

6 See www.tetrapak.com
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2.3.2 Motivation and reward

In addition to a vision, leaders must offer staff an

environment that is conducive to building their

commitment to working towards the organisation’s long-

term goals. This includes giving staff time and space to be

creative. Such an environment relies on organisational

commitment to positive industrial relations and on smart

incentive and appraisal systems that accurately reflect the

desired ‘behaviour’. The design of reward systems must,

therefore, be carefully considered so as not to encourage

behaviour damaging to a creative environment. For

example, team rewards, by contrast, support the sharing of

ideas with peers.

An organisation needs to reward front line staff to

demonstrate that it values their particular relationship with

the customer and their understanding of how products

and services are ‘experienced’. These staff should, therefore,

have an incentive to be on the alert for changes in buying

behaviour or for customer concerns. Reward systems that

focus, for example, on achieving bottom line benefits, or

are individually focused, can thwart creativity and limit

idea-generating discussions between staff. Rewards only

motivate behaviour if the rewards are valued, if they are

closely linked to successful performance and if employees

believe that they are able to perform successfully.7

Different types of professional groups value, and are

motivated by, different rewards or recognition. For

example, some knowledge workers may value increased

status or recognition more than financial gain, while

younger workers may want ‘workstyle’ or lifestyle benefits

rather than increased remuneration. If there is no incentive

to devise and discuss new ideas, such activity will be

perceived as ‘time wasted’ and inevitably, all staff time will

be devoted to achieving those performance targets that

are rewarded or recognised.

2.3.3 Organisational design

There is no specific organisational structure identified as

being creative, and this is unlikely to happen as

organisational structures work best when they support the

organisation’s business strategy. That said, an inappropriate

organisational structure could act as a barrier to creativity,

especially if it is bureaucratic and inflexible. Structural

change, include outsourcing, corporate restructuring, and

making the firm ‘lean and mean’, can also have a negative

impact on the creativity process. Employee experience of

poorly communicated and managed change can result in

fear and uncertainty.

The design of individual roles within the organisation’s

overall structure should provide challenge, stimulation, a

level of freedom, an opportunity to exercise discretion, to

take initiative on a day-to-day basis, and to define

elements of the role independently. Complex roles and

lateral career paths both feature in creative organisations.

Team building and team review activities should be in

place to enable effective working and communication

within teams. Communication flow between teams can be

encouraged through various mechanisms such as cross-

functional team working, where virtual teams can meet

together. Additionally, physical space can be designed to

encourage group debate, through, for example, the

creation of a place where individuals can elaborate on and

test new ideas with peers before taking action. This can

include open plan offices or relaxed areas away from the

main office where small groups can discuss ideas together.

People could also be encouraged to hot desk and move to

different areas of the office.8 At IDEO, for example, office

space is flexible and new rooms can be created and

demolished to order. Harriet Hunter, of IDEO, describes this

as ‘Non-precious space, where we can make a mess, or

make a new space’.

7 Fairbank, J.F. & Williams, S.D. (2001), Motivating creativity and enhancing innovation through the employee suggestion system technology, Creativity
and Innovation Management, 10(2).

8 Nathan, M. (2003). The State of the Office. The Work Foundation.
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2.3.4 Knowledge and information management

Information systems should be in place that allow

employees to store and share information and knowledge.

This way, an individual may find creative solutions to a

problem by looking at what is happening elsewhere in the

organisation. They can also build on the current intellectual

capital and add to it by offering different perspectives.

Additionally, information systems should allow the

company to be look beyond the boundaries of the

organisation, accessing and storing market intelligence

and by establishing a formal ‘future watching’ process.

Potential opportunities or problems needing suitable

10

Box 1: Legal issues in brief 9

Intellectual Property, Copyright and Patenting laws have significant implications for organisations, especially for those that

are increasingly reliant on employee creativity and on knowledge workers. Intellectual Property law can only protect an

idea if it has been placed into some permanent form or patented; otherwise there is no clear ‘ownership’ of the idea. An

employee’s ideas belong to the company if the employee is employed in a role in which they are expected to produce

ideas as part of the job or if the nature of the employee’s duties/responsibilities gives them obligation to further the

company’s interests. Employers should, therefore, make sure that these roles are expressed or implied in individual job

descriptions. Employment contracts should also state clearly that the company owns any ideas/inventions that are

generated as part of the job.

An employee who is not employed to generate ideas/inventions can have copyright for, or be allowed to patent, an idea

that they have. This is still the case if the idea is floated through a company ideas scheme unless the terms of the scheme

expressly state that this is not the case. This emphasises the importance of organisations putting the terms of their

suggestion schemes in writing and carefully communicating their position with regard to ownership of ideas.

People whose work involves writing publicity materials, research reports, instruction booklets and other material relating

to the business and part of their job role are not able to claim copyright as ownership rests with the employer. Further, any

material produced that is related to work belongs to the employer, including that which has not been expressly requested

by the employer or has been completed in the employee’s own time or at their own expense.

For further details surrounding legal issues of intellectual property, copyrighting or patents, please contact The Work

Foundation’s Information Service, or alternatively refer to IRS’ Managing Employment Law 2003, Drawing up Employment

Contracts10 or Protecting Intellectual Property11.

19 Please note that the information presented here is for guidance only. Further, more specific, advice can be gained from a law expert via the Work
Foundation’s Employment Law Help Line.

10 Aiken, O. (2001), Developing Practice: Drawing up Employment Contracts, Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, 3rd Edition.
11 Halstead, R.R. (1996), Protecting Intellectual Property: understanding and using trademarks, patents, designs and copyright in business, 2nd Edition, ICSA

Publishing.
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solutions can then be identifiable. An important barrier

to creativity is idea ‘ownership’. One problem with idea

ownership is that staff can be less inclined to be creative

if they are suspicious that their ideas will be ‘stolen’ by

the company and they will receive no credit or reward,

whilst conversely, the employer is concerned that the

employee will leave with their ideas. Please refer to Box

1, for some information about the legal issues

surrounding intellectual property rights.

Where customer are involved in generating ideas,

there needs to be an internal process of two-way

communications, between customers/front line staff and

decision-makers. Firstly, customers need to have clear

access to a point where they can feed their ideas into

the company. Secondly, internal information and

knowledge processes must be in place so that front line

staff realise the value of raising ideas or passing

customer insights back to the organisation and are able

to record feedback from the customer. A lack of process

or poor internal communication will bar success. Ideally,

front line staff should have ample knowledge of the

activities across the organisation so that they are able to

pass on information to specialists who are able to view

the information from a different perspective and

develop creative proposals. Where the front line staff

may not have knowledge to appreciate some of the

feedback they receive or time to evaluate the ideas,

there may need to be some investment in tangible

processes, such as a research and development

department, where information collected may be

trawled through for potential ideas. In this department,

staff may also be in a position to view feedback from

across the organisation and develop more significant or

step change ideas.

2.3.5 Capability

It’s vital that organisations do all they can to have the right

people in the right places. This means starting with the

right recruitment strategy, and hiring people with the

potential for creativity.12 Some organisations interviewed

by The Work Foundation noted that it is a misconception

to believe that training can make people more creative,

the organisation is better to recruit the right people with

the right capability. Often people enter the workplace

untrained to think laterally or search for alternative

approaches to issues, and need to be encouraged to

develop these skills. Support and encouragement may be

provided through, for example, personal development

plans, coaching, mentoring, learning groups, peer coaching

or through the creation of other opportunities for sharing

of learning. Opportunities for networking and sharing

knowledge and ideas both internally and, as appropriate,

externally, should be maximised by, for example, building

communities of practice.

Where there is an alliance between two organisations,

competence in handling the sensitive relationships

characterising such an association is critical. This also

requires an open-eyed, realistic assessment of the

company’s own areas of expertise, as well as that of its

potential suppliers. The recruitment and selection strategy

for the organisation therefore needs to reflect this

requirement. Training and development for staff should

focus on fostering partnership capabilities by involving

more people in the strategic alliances.13 Capability within

the organisation may also require dedicated resources

such as teams who focus purely on building and

managing supplier relationships. Pharmaceutical company

Eli Lilly has three teams, called  ‘Find it’, ‘Get It’ and ‘Create

Value’ that work closely together to find ideas outside the

12 Cummings, A. & Oldham, G R. (1997), ‘Enhancing Creativity: Managing Work Contexts for the High Potential Employee’, California Management
Review, 40(1).

13 The Innovative Enterprise (2002), ‘Inspiring Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Aug 2002.
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organisation.‘Create Value’ focuses solely on managing

relationships with innovation partners.

2.3.6 Culture

Organisational culture can support creativity by embracing

an appropriate level of risk-taking, by engendering trust in

management, by supporting diversity and by promoting

continuous learning. Risk management policies and

procedures should allow staff to feel confident to take a

certain level of risk without receiving blame if the outcome

is not successful. High tolerance of mistakes should not

promote risk-taking, but make it ‘less risky to take risks’. For

example, according to Harriet Hunter at IDEO, a key factor

in creating an innovative culture is welcoming, rather than

fearing mistakes:

We have a prototyping culture, as we started off as a product

design company, so making mistakes early on is very

important.We don’t do “over the fence” design.We do

everything early on and get customers involved, make

mistakes early on and are not ashamed about these mistakes’.

One significant barrier to any creativity strategy is that

of resistance to change because it represents a departure

from the norm. Ongoing communication between

business units is key to overcoming this. Through early and

consistent communication about changes and

developments, different parts of the business can

understand the reason for new initiatives and can

anticipate, and prepare for, what may be required from the

outset. The BBC’s Making It Happen change programme is

an example of high internal visibility and energy to involve

the whole organisation. A key strategy is to bring together

people in new and different ways to provide opportunities

for the collision of different ideas to make something

happen – one of the ways they define creativity. The Big

Brain Storm brought together 300 people who had not

worked together before in a facilitated session to generate

new programme ideas in a completely different way.

Diversity within the organisation provides an

environment for creative ‘sparks’ by bringing together

different ways of thinking. In trans-national organisations,

this extends to providing opportunities for international

working. Poor diversity management can be a significant

blocker for affected groups. A lack of belief in the ability of

employees to contribute, manifested in a cultural attitude

that ‘not everyone is creative’ or that ‘we innovate in this

way’, can significantly deter staff from involvement in

creative processes. Such attitudes may co-exist with an

embedded belief that specialists are the problem solvers

whilst non-specialists lack innovation. Providing multiple

opportunities for learning and sharing with others is

therefore important so that all staff feel involved and are

able to learn and share with each other. Recruitment and

selection policies should include a genuine commitment

to equal opportunities, and should strive to attract and

retain a diverse – and creative – workforce.

Where ideas have come from outside organisations of

from customers, leaders must be careful to control and

overcome a mind-set of ‘not invented here’. Organisations

may have to work at securing internal acceptance of ideas

developed outside the organisation, particularly where

they have a dampening effect on creativity within the

organisation. Challenging internal resistance to ‘bought in’

ideas may require an assertive approach. Strategies for this,

and for challenging existing ways of working, include

employing people from outside the industry, or moving

people around the business so they are operating in an

area that is different from their background and training.

This provides people with opportunities to see things with

fresh eyes.14

2.3.7 Relationships

Good networks and relationships with suppliers are

12

14 Citizens Financial Group, US Bank in HBR August 2002.
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important especially when pursuing joint ventures. This is

especially so for Research and Development departments

so that they do not work in a ’vacuum’. For example,

networks can be developed with universities, research

institutes, contractors and others in the industry, which

can supply intellectual capital and ideas. Leif Lomo, Vice

President of Norsk Hydro’s Research Centre in Bergen,

noted that these contacts are found to help inform

decisions on how to invest resources and ensuring that

the team are well informed and not operating in a

vacuum. Suppliers need a level of confidence that allows

them to look beyond what competitors are doing, to find

spaces that have been overlooked and to exploit them.

This means organisations finding others that they can

trust and work with. For example, when Chrysler created a

new van, it asked its suppliers to come up with family-

oriented advances that would enhance the basic model.

Solutions included integral baby seats and video games.

Barriers to such input from suppliers include their

reluctance to carry the cost of research and development,

and the need to get the right structure in place for

any deal.

Another useful resource for organisations seeking

creative solutions externally, is a technology exchange

such as internet ideas supplier Tech Ex. This company is an

internet-based exchange for the buying and selling of

biomedical technology. It is an intellectual property

exchange website which focuses on emerging

technologies.15 The website brings together over 300

universities and medical research organisations, and

includes 2000 new inventions. These industry specialist

networks are especially important for a company such as

Norsk Hydro as the oil fields are getting more mature, and

new solutions are needed to extract as much oil as

possible and get added value. Therefore alternative market

directions for the company to pursue are vital.

2.4 Work processes 
The 1999 CBI Innovation Trends survey found over 63% of

respondents suggesting that their organisations did not

have any processes to capture creativity. Lack of process is

a recurring theme in research into creativity. Formal,

strategic processes are needed to take decisions, for

example stage gates at different stages of the

development process. Responsibilities for decision-making

and recognition of whose advice should be sort at each

stage should be clearly identified. Individuals responsible

for decision-making should also be appropriately selected,

and staff must feel that they have access to them, not that

some remote, omnipotent person is making the decisions.

Once submissions are received, the evaluation process

should be fast and based on clearly communicated

criteria. At BT, the way research is funded and managed is

regularly reviewed. Proposals are developed and a

portfolio initially agreed on an annual basis, although the

portfolio changes as circumstances alter through the year.

A highly respected champion who has a broad

understanding of technology trends shapes long-term

research. Feedback should always be offered to those

offering the ideas. If such steps are not taken, staff may

perceive that there is a ‘black hole’ for their creativity and

they won’t be motivated to offer any further input.

Where markets and customer requirements evolve, the

internal policies and processes that the organisation

pursues should be reviewed regularly. The period of review

will depend on the nature of the business and the

marketplace. For example, at Norsk Hydro, the strategy for

research and development is revised every two years and

this involves a listening exercise whereby members of the

research centre go to customers to gather ideas and

viewpoints. About 25 to 30 staff within the business units

are interviewed as part of the strategy revision process to

identify new proposals. However other organisations may

15 www.dti.gov.uk website case study
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find that they need to review their strategy more often

depending on their market.

A good, fast process for gathering feedback from

customers is key to this strategy, so building effective

feedback routes to decision-makers is vital. As the market

can change very quickly and customers can be fickle, so

decisions must be made as quickly as possible about

whether to pursue ideas gathered from customers.

Practically speaking, this means having a robust process for

speedy acknowledgement and evaluation of ideas.

Nationwide Building Society’s customer feedback (branded

‘Customer Talkback’) takes the form of regular meetings,

led by executive directors, to which customers and

members are invited. Members can ask questions and raise

ideas and suggestions. These are systematically captured

and fed back into the business via the customer liaison

unit. Where the ideas represent small scale, iterative

improvements, they are funnelled to the product

development teams for evaluation, while ‘new’ ideas go to

the Business Futures team. The programme requires the

Executive team to have a depth of knowledge about the

business because of the range of questions and issues

raised by customers, and this means that engagement of

the top team with the business is vital.

2.5 Assessing creativity ‘wealth’
Using the indicators identified in the last section, various

tools have been designed by The Work Foundation to

measure how creative an organisation is and what

obstructions exist that need to be tackled. These ‘tools’

include HR strategy and policy auditing, employee

perception surveys, social network mapping and individual

profiling. These different tools will be explored further in

this section.

2.5.1 Measurement Tools

HR auditing

The strategies, policies and processes that an organisation

14

has in place can be audited to determine the extent to

which they are supportive, or obstructive, of the creative

environment. Taking ‘capability’ as an example, which was

outlined in the previous section, basic levels of support for

this may include identifying creative skills as part of the job

description and recruiting people who meet these criteria.

A training needs analysis may include creative skills

development. Creativity measures may also be built into

annual appraisals. Slightly more advanced organisations

may also identify the need for managers to act as coaches

to encourage their teams, or may nominate specific

individuals to act as creativity mentors. There may also be

some inclusion of creativity skills in appraisals and

performance management processes. Advanced

organisations may recognise the value of ‘communities of

practice’ that are spread across departmental boundaries

and, seeing how such groups can contribute to the

organisation’s strategy and intellectual capital, incorporate

them within their structure.

Employee surveys

Employee surveys can be used to assess the

organisational environment and individuals’ experience of

the strategies and policies – which cannot be measured

through a HR audit. They can identify whether, in practice,

the strategies designed to boost creativity do actually do

so. For example, British Airways carry out regular surveys

to see how facilities within their specially designed

corporate headquarters are used, measuring, for example,

the number of meetings held in communal areas. The

survey may ask direct questions linked to the indicators

described above, such as whether the respondent feels

that their job challenges them on a day-to-day basis, or

whether they know where ideas can be submitted in the

organisation. Various forms of analysis can help to

determine which are the most significant supportive and

obstructive factors by comparing different staff groups

and which combinations of factors are the most likely to

produce improved performance.
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Social network mapping

A different form of employee survey, one which asks an

individual about their interaction with other individuals in

the organisation, can also be used to analyse the creative

discussions taking place. This type of survey can be

analysed to produce a social network map, as

demonstrated in Figure 1 below. This tool can be used to

identify ‘creative hubs’, i.e. where discussions about ideas

are occurring, and establish whether or not management

is tapping into the ideas that are generated. For example,

the social network map below demonstrates where

creative conversations are commonly taking place (the

arrows represent conversations where ideas are being

shared). We can see that there are several creative hubs in

this example. Taking note of the direction of the arrows, it

can be seen that individuals 6 and 28 receive a large

number of ideas. They are local managers in the

organisation and can be seen to share ideas with the

regional manager and CEO (4 and 58 respectively).

Therefore the people discussing ideas with these local

managers are confident that they are listened to and their

ideas will be considered.

However, where there are creative hubs which are not

connected to the manager, then key decision-makers may

not be tapping into these ideas. For example, individual 26

has discussions with associates (in grey lettering) and

Figure 1 Creative hubs about a specific issue in an organisation
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other staff within their section of the organisation, but

there is no interaction reported with their local manager

(28) or other senior managers. This observation could

improve the local manager’s awareness of these

conversations taking place.

Individual profiling

There are also various well-established individual profiling

tools that can be use to assess an individual’s creative

potential. Individual profiling can also be designed to

measure specific skills needed for different roles.

Managers may be profiled according to their creative

ability as individuals and also according to the extent to

which they will support and coach others in the

organisation. Profiling can be helpful for recruiting more

creative individuals into the company or assessing who

the creative members of the team are. It can also be used

as a basis for development needs analysis. Some off-the-

shelf tools include:

� Gough’s Creative Personality Scale (CPS): measures

individual potential for creative performance

� Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)  

� Hermann Brain Dominance Instrument (HBDI)

� Ekvall, Goran; Situational Outlook Questionnaire (SOQ):

measures ‘situational outlook for creativity’

� The Torrance Test of Creative Thinking measures

problem finding and solving abilities

� Cattell’s 16PF covers a broad range of personality traits.

2.5.2 Diagnosis of supporting features and

obstructions

Using a combination of these methods of measurement,

an organisation can identify which aspects of their

organisation need changing in order to boost their

potential for creativity. The diagnostic might identify, for

example, that two teams, such as the research and

marketing teams, are not interacting very often. Once

internal communication issues have been identified, action

plans can be put into place to address them. As the most

effective change strategies address several factors

simultaneously, and in an integrated fashion, all changes

should be linked to the overall business and HR strategies.

However, there may be some difficulty in implementing

the necessary changes if other factors affected by the

overall business strategy or organisational context also

require change. In such circumstances, organisations might

consider complementary or alternative solutions to

boosting the organisation’s ‘creativity wealth’ such as, for

example, working with other external bodies, creating

partnering ability, establishing good external networks and

involving a wide range of other organisations in the ideas

generating process.

2.5.3 Evaluation of change initiatives

Evaluation of initiatives or change programmes can be

conducted by repeating the auditing or surveying over a

suitable period of time. Changes in perceptions and

interaction between staff are good indicators of change,

and can be interpreted to determine whether the

‘creativity gap’ between supply and demand for the right

ideas is shrinking. When linked to relevant business

performance measures, return on investment can also be

assessed, as can other business benefits of creativity. Using

empirical data, the CBI points to a range of hard measures

that can be used to measure the outcome of creativity.

These include the number of new products and services

developed, how many old products and services have

been re-engineered, and gains in terms of extra customers,

increased sales, market share and new markets.
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3. Harnessing innovation: options for implementation

Many managers state that generating ideas isn’t the

problem, what actually poses the main dilemma is

translating those ideas into relevant business solutions, i.e.

harnessing innovation in their organisation. Prioritisation of

investment for innovation requires central coordination

and a good understanding of the whole business

direction. Where the innovation involves market products,

the pressure for innovation to be fast, good quality and

low risk means that organisations need to be careful when

selecting which ideas they are going to pursue, as they

may need to invest significantly in development and

testing. To manage risk and uncertainty, some leaders have

had to look to alternative strategies, including pursuing

licensing, joint ventures, strategic alliances or outsourcing,

in order to gain the innovations that they require and, as

this business-to-business interaction is growing, the speed,

cost and quality of innovation in the external market are

often better than can be guaranteed in-house.16

The open market can offer a lower risk strategy and a

faster pace of innovation than an in-house process. This is

especially so for those organisations which are not

currently very innovative, where the option of buying

innovative solutions when needed (rather than investing in

high risk in-house projects) is attractive. Of course, this

demand for innovation from the open market means that

those organisations that pursue innovation as a core

competency or market product can make big financial

gains from the ‘solutions’ market. For example, IBM and

Disney make billions of dollars from selling innovation to

other companies. It appears, therefore, that business

success is not necessarily determined by how ‘innovation

wealthy’ an organisation is. Instead, what is important is the

organisation’s ability to identify what innovation is needed

and where it is able to purchase this innovation in the

most cost-effective way.

The increase in options means that strategic decision-

making around investing in innovation is becoming more

complicated than it has been in the past. For a business

leader, choosing which strategy to pursue can be a difficult

decision, especially when the contemporary business

environment is difficult to predict. Does the organisation

invest in overcoming barriers to innovation currently

experienced, or does it invest instead in an open market

strategy, building partnerships or other alternatives? The

commentary in this chapter reports on research exploring

the benefits and weaknesses of different innovation

strategies, and includes the decision-making factors that

several organisations have identified as part of adopting

these strategies.

3.1 Innovation in the organisation
While the DTI’s ‘Living Innovation’ study makes the point

that there is no single formula for success in in-house

innovation17, a review of the literature shows there are

common themes. The Work Foundation found that most of

the factors pertinent to employee-led creativity also apply

to in-house innovation. However, a few alternative or

additional processes should be considered to support

innovation in the organisation.

3.1.1 Additional supportive and obstructive features

Constant liaison between the design (creative) and

development (innovative) functions and the front line is

important, especially to check on details of the internal or

external customer needs in order to ensure that they are

being met, and also to ensure staff ‘buy in’ to the

development process. Therefore good knowledge and

information processes are needed to support the link

between the creative and innovative sections of the

organisation. One organisation, Humberside TEC,

16 Rigby, D. & Zook, C, (2002), ‘Open Market Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Oct 2002, pp 80–89.
17 DTI and Design Council (2002), ‘Living Innovation’, DTI
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3.1.2 Work processes

Project structures, rather than functional ones, are more

likely to foster innovation. Whilst innovation in some places

may be organised as a separate process in the

organisation, or conducted by a specific department, there

needs to be a ‘joined-up’ approach across the whole

organisation. Integration between different disciplines is

therefore vital, with a strongly team-focused approach.

Innovation activities also need to be fully integrated into

policies and practices. At the same time, flexibility needs to

be applied in rules and guidelines. Once an innovation

project is at the stage of further exploration and

investment, systematic analysis and review should be

planned repeatedly into the project process. An example

of an organisation using formal processes with key

decision-making points is Caterpillar, the manufacturers of

heavy construction equipment.19 Their new product

development process has four phases: strategy, concept,

development, and production and support. Another

example is Hewlitt Packard: their software development

process includes early identification of customer needs,

schedules based on analysis, tests and checks, and a

rigorous tracking process plus rigorous measurement.20 A

number of ‘hard’ strategies need to be in place to provide

structure and rigorous thinking. Repeated evaluation

means time and money can be spent efficiently. End user

needs are most likely to be met where processes are in

place to gather, and listen to, customer inputs.

The processes in place need to be sensitive to, and

flexible around, the speed of change in the market. Nortel

Networks used a ‘gate’ process for innovation, where a

product in development needed to go through a number

of stages in order to progress to production. They found

this was too slow, however, and it has been adapted and

18

encourages connections and networking so that the

organisation can function as a ‘complex adaptive’ system,

where self-organised and customer-facing teams are

encouraged. Where there is a lack of shared knowledge, or

where information processes actually prevent information

from being shared, an organisation’s innovation potential

can be restricted – resulting in limited, or poor quality,

innovation outputs that are not suitable for certain needs.

Responsibility for decision-making and accountability

for innovation need to be placed high in the organisation,

and senior managers must be prepared to provide

resources and ratify appropriate structures, whilst employee

capability within the organisation must be flexible and

arranged to be adaptable to react quickly to new market

conditions and customer needs.18 The BBC for example

have found that programme ideas which cross the

traditional organisational boundaries need a champion at

senior levels to ensure the ideas do not get stuck on issues

such as who will bear overhead costs. Decision-making

criteria for selecting the innovation projects to be pursued

should be market-driven, and directed at the present rather

than the future.These should also start small, specific,

simple and focused, while at the same time building on

existing organisational strengths.

Identifying the necessary employee skills required,

scoping likely timescales, and costing an innovation project

to be produced in-house are all processes that are plagued

with difficulty. At IDEO, the single most important factor in

creating an innovative culture is having ‘great people’. The

company states that having a diverse team of people

together means that they will challenge early on, aiding the

innovation process. When recruiting, IDEO tends to look for

people who have crossed over from one discipline to

another as this increases the ‘breadth’ of their outlook.

18 Martensen, A. & Dahlgaard, J.J. (1999), ‘Strategy and planning for innovation management – supported by creative and learning organisations’,
International Journal of Quality & Reliability Management, 16 (9), pp 878–891.

19 Hammond
20 Barker, A. (2002). The Alchemy of Innovation: Perspectives from the leading edge. Spiro Press: London.
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superseded by a new process, known as Alpha/Beta ship

(or time to market). Features of this include a reduced

number of stages, more customer engagement from the

outset and mapping invention to innovation.21 David

Followell, Head of Business Futures and Usability at

Nationwide, noted that his organisation ensures a robust

business case is made prior to implementation of ideas.

Every initiative is reviewed against other business

initiatives and prioritised in line with the aims identified in

the corporate business plan. The forum for this depends on

the size of the investment, with decisions either being

taken by the Executive Directors’ team, or another group

including some of the Directors’ team.

3.1.3 Benefits and weaknesses of in-house innovation

In-house innovation means that those who have ideas in

the organisation can have input into the development of

their ideas. Where activities are in-house, there is less

need for broader strategic involvement and co-

ordination. Innovation can occur at a local level. Research

suggests that where rigorous and staged processes are

introduced, hard benefits result. The process used by

Caterpillar has led to significant savings in bringing

product to market, while Hewlitt Packard found that

introducing innovation processes resulted in product

development time falling by 50%, quality improvements

and various other benefits.

However, one of the main stumbling blocks for

organisations building an in-house innovation capability

is that there are commonly too few processes to support

staff and resourcing. Building the right culture can also be

very difficult. Speed can also be an issue: market changes

can render knowledge and understanding of what’s

needed and how to do it obsolete as fast as such

knowledge and understanding can be mastered.

Spending more on research and development doesn’t

necessarily lead to more innovation.

3.1.4 Measuring and evaluating success

In-house innovation can be measured at a number of

levels. Examples of process improvement or cost

efficiencies include measuring the percentage of profit

from proprietary (as opposed to generic products), the

percentage change in cost per unit, or time and cost

savings in bringing new products to market. Nortel noted

a significant increase in number of invention submissions

following the introduction of a recognition and award

scheme for patents. Other examples of input measures

include monitoring the number of new patents registered;

how many ideas lead to projects, and number of process

changes in a specific period. Innovative HR practice can be

measured by determining the ‘value added per employee’.

3.2 Strategic partnerships or outsourcing
No single company acting alone can hope to ‘out-innovate’

every competitor, potential competitor, supplier or external

knowledge source around the world.22 It follows, therefore,

that there is a rationale for developing partnerships or

outsourcing innovation in order to better meet the needs

of customers and so put money on the bottom line. High

tech industries are most likely companies to prefer

strategic alliances, possibly due to the flexibility and

opportunity provided to learn through loosely structured

agreements.

Options for outsourcing can vary from using outside IT

experts, to joint venture, to outsourcing all activities apart

from the core strategic team. Protodigm is an example the

latter form of outsourcing, known as a ‘virtual’ company

where everything except for strategic management is

outsourced. The pharmaceutical company, set up by

21 Mayo, A. (2002), ‘Building the innovative workforce’, Creating Wealth – Innovation and Human Capital, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Spr/Sum 2002,
pp 60–64.

22 Quinn, J.B. (2000), ‘Outsourcing Innovation: The new engine of growth’, Sloan Management Review, Summer 2000.
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Roche, has only nine members of staff. The company is

overseeing the development of three drugs, and uses

anything from 10 to 20 companies as contractors. The

manufacturing work, physical production, pre-clinical work

and clinical testing are all outsourced. Other companies

may be brought in to manage the regulatory and licensing

arrangements, quality assurance, market research and

marketing. These separate contractors are then ‘welded’

into a ‘virtual team’.23 Protodigm has now expanded into a

new company, Fulcrum, floated on the London Stock

Exchange and moved from one to multiple customers.24

3.2.1 Additional supportive and obstructive features

Compatibility between partners is one key factor for

organisations considering strategic partnerships or

outsourcing. Synergy between culture and values is

important here, and investing time in determining this at

the outset will be well spent. Both parties need to be

prepared to acknowledge and realise that the other is

entitled to operate independently, despite the

interdependence of their alliance. This is relevant at all

levels of the organisation where there will be points of

contact with the partner. Additionally, a lack of focus on the

end result can be a block to effective innovation. The

purchasing party will also often insist on specifying what

processes will be used (the how) rather than focusing on

the desired result (the what).25

For such a strategy to succeed, it is critical to think

through what activities will be outsourced. Few virtual

companies that have survived and prospered have

outsourced everything. The most successful have carefully

nurtured and guarded the internal capabilities that provide

the essential underpinnings of competitive advantage.

3.2.2 Work processes

Good communication and knowledge management are

other factors critical to the success of outsourcing

innovation activities. This again, should be at all levels of

the organisation as, in order to limit the likelihood of

inefficiency, staff must have clarity about where the

boundaries of responsibility are between the two

organisations and where the direction of the organisations

differs. The literature review found that parties involved

should have frequent face-to-face meetings, necessitating

good transport links, especially where international

agreements are concerned.

Software is mentioned time and again in the literature

as a critical success factor. Interactions that are based on

the concept of WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) are

singled out for particular praise. Compatible IT systems

between companies, including remotely accessible LAN,

will help to facilitate the knowledge-sharing required.

Alternatively, developing an extranet for all parties can

enable effective communication and information flow.

Applications of software also help innovation efficiency.

Boeing used computerised modelling which enabled

them to develop and produce ‘snap together’ component

modules, slashing design time and costs. NASA uses a

collaborative aeronautical design system called ‘Darwin’

whereby, through broadband video links, the parties in the

virtual network compare their projections to actual

test data.

Where HR information systems vary, knowledge about

the different staff involved in projects needs to be tracked.

Information systems can include, for example, the different

forms of employment contracts that staff are employed

under, and the knowledge and expertise of individuals in

20

23 Rigby, D. & Zook, C. (2002), ‘Open Market Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Oct 2002.
24 Interview with Jon Court – CEO highlights the basis for Fulcrum Pharma’s Japanese focus Wall Street Transcript Interview

http://twst.com/notes/articles/los022.html
25 Quinn, J.B. (2000). Outsourcing Innovation: The new engine of growth, Sloan Management Review, Summer 2000.
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each organisation. Chevron has developed knowledge

maps to guide other Chevron employees toward both

internal and external expertise.

3.2.3 Benefits and weaknesses of outsourcing

Speed is one of the benefits of an outsourced approach.

Sophisticated specialist suppliers can come up with (and

implement) solutions without delay. For example,

Protodigm succeeded in getting medicines to market

faster and more efficiently than other pharmaceutical

organisations.26 Likewise, IBM shows the benefits of

adopting a virtual model. By tapping the capabilities of

other companies, IBM was able to get its first product to

market in just 15 months. However, IBM failed to anticipate

that its virtual and open approach would prevent the

company from directing the PC architecture it had

created.27 So, the incentives that make a virtual company

powerful also leave it vulnerable.28

Each company in the alliance is likely to want the other

to do more while looking for ways to realise the most gain

from the innovation. Intellectual property can also be a

problem with farming out research and development to

suppliers.Therefore, there are dangers inherent in rushing

to form alliances, especially where the organisation neglects

to nurture and guard its internal capabilities.27 A virtual or

outsourcing approach can also be risky because of the lack

of control that the organisation has over its partners or

suppliers. While partnership and other arrangements can

work effectively where a particular innovation stands alone,

they are less likely to achieve long term success for

‘systemic’ innovation, which requires considerable and

sustained internal investment within a company.29

3.2.4 Measuring and evaluating success

Ways of measuring the success of partnership approaches

include identifying savings in development costs and lead

times.30 Darwin, NASA’s virtual network for aeronautical

design has been estimated to lower design-stage costs for

advanced aircraft by 80%-90%. There is a high correlation

throughout the automotive industry between a company’s

degree of outsourcing, its innovativeness and its product

margins and return on investment.25

3.3 Takeover of another company for their
product/service
A third option for innovation is company takeover.

Companies will often buy other entities in order to acquire

either a valuable technology or product, or alternatively

they may acquire a company for its capacity to innovate.

Acquiring a given strategy or technology is a short-term

gain compared with acquiring a company or group with

the potential for innovation. Such a strategy may be

attractive because the company acquired has already

incurred the risks and costs of development.

3.3.1 Additional supportive and obstructive features

There are organisational factors for consideration when

taking over another company, including culture,

communication and leadership. One of the key challenges

in any takeover is the potential for clashes in organisational

cultures which will need to be reconciled.31 This can be

exacerbated, in a foreign takeover, by the need to deal with

cultural differences. Managing employee expectations, and

building confidence that the change is being managed

and implemented effectively means that the acquirers

26 Rigby, D. & Zook, C. (2002), ‘Open Market Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Oct 2002.
27 Chesbrough, H.W. & Tece, D.J. (1996), ‘When is Virtual Virtuous? Organising for Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Jan–Feb 1996, pp 65–67
28 Houlder V (1998), ‘Trying a new prescription for cutting business costs’, Business Times,The Sunday Times

http://www.BTimes.co.za/98/0118/news/news5.htm
29 Chesbrough, H.W. & Tece, D.J. (1996), ‘When is Virtual Virtuous? Organising for Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Jan–Feb 1996, pp 65–67
30 Rigby, D. & Zook, C. (2002), ‘Open Market Innovation’, Harvard Business Review, Oct 2002.
31 Garnsey, E. Alford H & Roberts, J. (1992), ‘Acquisition as Long term venture: cases from high technology industry’, Journal of General Management, 18 (1)
32 Hubbard, N. (2001), Acquisition: Strategy and Implementation, Palgrave: London.
33 The Economist (1996), ‘Shopping and thinking’, The Economist, Dec 14
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must have a clear plan, which should be well

communicated, implemented fairly and then monitored

during implementation. The successful management of an

acquisition requires vision, stamina, discipline, empathy,

honesty, patience, attention to detail, charisma,

communication skills, determination, objectivity,

professionalism and leadership.32 These attributes need not

come from one individual but from a team. The integration

process will become more complex according to the

degree of integration required.

Any acquisition requires a learning period, while

getting a balance between short-term control and longer-

term enhancement of innovative capacity will also be

important.31 Where such initiatives have succeeded,

companies have bought others that have complemented

their core business, without incurring too much debt, and

have continued to invest in innovation.

For an acquisition of an ‘innovative’ company, the single

biggest factor in post-acquisition success may be the

enabling attitude and behaviour of the parent group. One

reason for many failures is that acquiring firms tend to

integrate innovative businesses into their organisation by

imposing tight financial controls, effectively killing

innovation.31 Attempts at standardisation by the parent

company are also likely to quash innovation. Maintaining

local autonomy may well be an important factor in making

a takeover work.

3.3.2 Benefits and weaknesses of this strategy

One of the main benefits to this strategy is that the company

under purchase may have already incurred the risks and

costs of product development. For the parent company in a

foreign acquisition, these include not only the progress of

the acquired unit but also the new opportunities for

international product flexibility and synergy.

However, acquisition as a strategy for buying innovation

is risky, and the list of failures is long. Difficulties occur where

buying a company soaks up an enormous amount of

money and management time, and will often create debt.33

Some evidence suggests that where firms have most often

failed is where they pursue an aggressive acquisition

strategy and spend less on research and development, and

produce fewer innovations than less active firms. Mergers

and takeovers should, therefore, not be considered as

providing a ‘quick win’.The parent company needs to be

prepared to wait for gains, and to adopt a long-term view.

The level of risk and likelihood of failure are key drawbacks

to this approach.The cost of acquisition can force

companies to use ‘financial’ rather than ‘strategic’ controls.

This often compels business managers to take a short-term

view, reducing new investment (notably in product

development) with a long-term pay-off view. Another

potential weakness of this strategy is the negative effect

acquisition can have on staff attitudes. Employee

commitment has been found to dwindle post acquisition,

and the organisation may risk the workforce no longer

identifying closely with the success of the company nor

exhibiting the same level of loyalty as previously.31

3.3.3 Evaluation and measuring success

Some measures of the success of an acquisition can be

increase in market share and increase in sales per employee.

In some cases, the parent company has measured the

success of the acquired company using the business plan

drawn up by that company. A survey of 776 industrial firms

measured innovation by looking at both R&D expenditure

(measured against sales) and the introduction of new

products and processes.33 The cultural integration between

the two organisations can be measured using the social

network mapping tool, to identify differences between

organisations, plan the integration and later measure how

interaction between staff has evolved.

22

32 Hubbard, N. (2001), Acquisition: Strategy and Implementation, Palgrave: London.
33 The Economist (1996), ‘Shopping and thinking’, The Economist, Dec 14
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Using the organisational features and indicators outlined in

the earlier part of this report, organisations can start to

identify how their organisation encourages or obstructs

creativity and the sharing of ideas. The organisation can

measure the ‘creative wealth’ that they have using the tools

that we have identified. For example, an organisation can

identify whether creative conversations are occurring and

whether there are barriers to those ideas being shared with

senior managers. From such an assessment, the

organisation can determine what action they can pursue to

build an environment that will do more to encourage

creativity. If there are numerous barriers, the organisation

may focus more on building processes to support the

generation of ideas from outside sources, such as

customers or other organisations.

The benefits and weaknesses of strategic innovation

options have also been outlined in this report. To support

organisations in their decision-making, some internal

processes that are needed to support each strategy have

also been explored. Organisations are likely to find that they

will utilise a combination of innovative strategies.

4 What can organisations do now?
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